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How are we doing?

Stay updated with all things IDS:

11629 S 700 E Suite 200
Draper, Utah 84020

As part of our efforts to continually enhance
our customer support experience, IDS has
a new feature to capture your feedback on
resolved cases. Each time one of your cases
is resolved, you’ll receive an email requesting
your feedback with a simple, user-friendly
scale. We invite all customers to tell us how
we are we doing and how we can improve.
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IDS Announces a New

Customer Support Portal
IDS is pleased to announce the new Customer
Support Portal, available to all clients in April
2015. This Portal will provide users a central
location to see existing cases, submit new
cases and view or search within our content
knowledge database.
Rather than tracking cases through their own
email application, IDS clients will have the
ability to view open and resolved cases through
sortable lists within the Portal. Clients will also
have more direct access to frequently requested
documents, or answers to frequently asked
questions, as well as the latest updates from
compliance or the latest release notes from the
Development team.
Submitting a case has never been easier for
clients! With the new Portal links for submitting
cases, clients will be able to create an email
or initiate a chat without leaving the page or
switching applications! Clients will also be able
to attach documents or screenshots to new and
open cases, as well as track any progress or

updates from IDS support representatives.
A webinar demonstrating the new Portal
functionality will be hosted by IDS Director of
Operations David Clement on Thursday April
23rd at 10:00 am MDT. Everyone interested in
learning about the Portal is invited to register
for the webinar and/or review the Portal
documentation provided on the Resources
page. (Documentation will also be made
available in the ‘How To’ section of the Portal
content knowledge database.)
We invite everyone to visit www.ids.desk.com
and create an account using their current
IDS website login credentials and begin
using the Portal to submit and track their
ongoing support requests. As of June 2015,
the Portal will be the preferred method for
submitting requests and cases to IDS support
representatives, so all clients are encouraged to
begin building familiarity with the system early!

Fulfillment Ramps Up
to Meet Growth and TRID Changes
As the quantity of physically mailed
initial disclosures has increased,
IDS has set the monthly total
record for four straight months.
Our growth demanded exploration
into ways to increase our efficiency
in our Fulfillment department.
Additionally, to facilitate compliance
with the August 1 TRID changes,
we will offer a simultaneous postal
fulfillment and e-Sign option for the
Closing Disclosure (CD). With these
two factors combined, we found
ourselves in need for a dramatic
increase in volume capacity.
Taking a first step in the right
direction, adding the Pitney Bowes
Connect+ 2000 postage meter
machine has, in preliminary reports,
doubled production time. IDS Senior
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Fulfillment Center Operator Rick
Bates reported, “Our first experience
with the machine was a pleasant
surprise as it lowered man-hours
per 1000 documents processed from
five hours down to three, and we
keep finding ways to get faster as we
become more familiar with its effect
on the process.”
Since being hired last July, Bates
has been implementing numerous
other ways to increase the efficiency
of our fulfillment methods. He
has increased efficiency with the
addition of two more printing
machines, overhauling the logistics
of our process timing and layout and
adding another dedicated member
to the fulfillment team, Nancy
Anderson.

“I feel much more prepared for
what is coming because of the
improvements in speed we’ve made
as of late," Bates added. He has
also helped to increase security
safeguards of non-public personally
identifying information that flows
through the office on a daily basis.
IDS recognized Bates as the March
Employee of the Month for his
dedication to increasing efficiency in
the Fulfillment department. Clients
can rest assured that adequate,
capable personnel and equipment
are in place to handle the anticipated
growth in IDS fulfillment.
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How are we doing?
As part of our efforts to continually enhance
our customer support experience, IDS has
a new feature to capture your feedback on
resolved cases. Each time one of your cases
is resolved, you’ll receive an email requesting
your feedback with a simple, user-friendly
scale. We invite all customers to tell us how
we are we doing and how we can improve.
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